
Key accessories

Surface Pro Type Cover
Transform your Surface Pro into the most  
versatile laptop.

Surface Pen
Capture thoughts, take notes, and move  
ideas forward—especially on the go.

Surface Dock
Turn your Surface Pro into apowerful  
desktop PC.

Surface Pro
Powerful add-ons that help  
your mobile employees
do more wherever they work
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• Transform your Surface into  
a desktop PC

• 1 power port, 2 HD video  
ports, 1 gigabit Ethernet port,  
4 USB 3.0 ports, 1 audio output

• Natural, immersive  
creative tool

• Displays radial tool menus,  
scrolls, zooms, and pans

• Vibrates with design changes

Surface Dock

Surface Dial

• Designed exclusively  
for Surface

• Quick USB charging

• Charge multiple devices  
at once

• Share anything from Surface

• Connects Surface to  
HDMI displays

• Compatible with Mini  
DisplayPort

65W Power  
Supply for  
Surface

Surface Mini  
DisplayPort  
to HDMI2.0
Adapte
r

• Precision ink tip with  
eraser end

• Writes like pen on paper  
with virtually no lag

• 4,096 pressure points

• Fits perfectly in your hand

• Metal scroll wheel

• Quiet, precise pointing  
and clicking

Surface Pen

Surface Mouse • Slim comfortable design  
snaps flat to store easily

• Seamlessly connects  
via Bluetooth

• Scrolls vertically  
and horizontally

• Comfortable with increased  
tracking precision

• Features customizable thumb  
buttons, middle click,
and white tail light

• Fast, wired-USB connection

Surface Arc  
Mouse

Classic  
IntelliMouse

• Touch ID fingerprint  
unlocks device

• Transforms Surface Pro  
into laptop

• Protects display from damage

• Perfect complement  
to Surface

• Battery-powered, lasts 1 year

• Thoughtfully engineered  
travel, height, pitch,
and spacing

• Transforms Surface Pro  
into laptop

• Alcantara® fabric blends  
style, elegance, and comfort

• Protects display from damage

• Password-free login with  
hidden fingerprint sensor

• Bluetooth connection,  
wire optional

Surface Pro  
Type Cover with  
Fingerprint ID

Surface  
Keyboard

Surface Pro  
Signature  
Type Cover

Modern  
Keyboard with  
Fingerprint ID
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Compatible accessories
Surface Pro

• Transforms Surface Pro 
into laptop

• Stylish, bends elegance 
and comfort

• Protects display from damage

• Ergonomic, natural arch 
provides advanced comfort

• Two-tone Alcantara®

covered palm rest

• Connects via Bluetooth 4.0

Surface Pro
Type Cover

Surface
Ergonomic 
Keyboard
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• Share photos, video, 
and more

• Connects to Mini DisplayPort 
to VGA-compatible displays

• Get online, share files, and more

• USB 3.0 port to Ethernet 
provides up to 1Gbps 
transfer rate

• Compatible with Windows 10, 
8.1, and all Surface models

Surface Mini 
DisplayPort to 
VGA Adapter

Surface USB 3.0 
Gigabit Ethernet 
Adapter
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• Connects Surface to USB-C

• Expands connectivity to external 
displays, power, and more

Surface Connect 
to USB-C 
Adapter

• Wirelessly project onto 
HDTV or Monitor

• Wi-Fi certified Miracast 
technology

• Reliable 23ft. 
connection range

Wireless Display 
Adapter

• Choose from three pen tips: 
standard, medium, and 
low-friction

• Medium provides pencil feel
• Low-friction tip feels like 
a fine-point pen

Surface Pen Tips • Precise, smooth, 
and ergonomic

• 3 customizable 
thumb buttons

• Bluetooth and USB-wired 
connections

Surface Precision 
Mouse


